
Mush War by Haypi offers Exciting Thrill and
Aesthetic Pleasure
Haypi Co., Ltd. has just released another
masterpiece - Mush War. The game is
now available for free download from the
App Store.

SHANGHAI, SHANGHAI, CHINA,
September 14, 2016 /EINPresswire.com/
-- Haypi Co., Ltd. has just released
another masterpiece - Mush War. The
game is now available for free download
from the App Store.

This new MOE-style Tower Defense
game offers absolutely thrilling game
play with different challenges and
themes.  In the Mush War Universe, the
world is dangerous and overflowing with
hungry monsters. The mushroom prince
has started his adventure to find the
legendary Castle of Dreams in the
Clouds. Endless magic has been
bestowed upon the Royal Guard, so they
can defend the Prince and lead him to
the Enchanted Land. But wicked
creatures travel in large groups, flying,
running and playing many tricks. They
are vicious and cannot stop eating. 

Haypi's Mush War offers a wide variety of
game modes, such as the Venture Mode,
Time Mode, Destroy Mode, Blind Mode
and Quest Mode. The Royal Guard of the
Mushroom prince need to protect the
nobleman during the Adventure Mode.
Waves of monsters of different kinds and
abilities are flowing towards Mogo. The
Guard should protect the prince on any
cost. The Time Mode checks the skills of
the Royal Guard. To cover the
requirements for joining the team, they must be able to destroy a certain number of monsters for a
short period of time. The Destroy Mode requires the Royal Guard to complete the mission to demise
the large flying saucer on the map, while protecting the safety of the prince. The Challenge Mode
requires the Royal Guard to go lead the prince through this level with a limited amount of gold, with no

http://www.einpresswire.com


prospect of getting new income by
destroying building. So the Royal Guard
must also be able to budget. In the Blind
Mode players build Towers with a limited
field of view, and only in a circle around
the fort and can only build new Towers.

The amazing game Mush War also offers
some Hidden levels for the most
excellent member of the Royal Guard.
Players, who enjoy a real challenge, now
have their chance to show it! To unlock
Hidden Levels the Guardians need a
certain amount of Collectables which can
be acquired only by earning points in
regular levels. The difficulty level of the

Hidden Levels is very high. They can be found in golden mushroom after the players has completed a
whole section. 
Exciting thrill, aesthetic pleasure, and a sense of achievement are awaiting the players who are brave
enough to join the Royal Guard of the Mushroom Prince! Mush War brings Players to join the Royal
Guard of the Mushroom prince Mogo. The Mush War gameplay awaits some very brave and daring
heroes. As members of the Guard, the players must protect the noble prince during his endeavour.
This tough job requires various skills. 

The developer Haypi Co., Ltd has made another masterpiece of the gaming world!
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